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Markets in brief 

 British pound traded under the pressure of ongoing Brexit uncertainties. GBP/USD hit 
yesterday $1.2507, its lowest since April 14, 2017 (20-month low). 

 Australian dollar recovered on positive news that U.S. and China are sticking to their 
trade talks plans.  

 Euro steadied, but France’s violent protests could keep its gains in check. 

 Japanese yen firmed on growing demand for safe-haven amid global uncertainties. 

 Indian rupee and stocks tumbled after the resignation of central bank governor. 

 Oil prices rose following supply disruptions in Libya. However, the overall sentiment 
remained subdued. 

 Asian shares were mixed today. Chinese stocks were supported by trade talks 
confirmation. 

 U.S. ended up yesterday after a volatile session, led by the tech sector. 

 Most Gulf markets were down yesterday. Dubai still weighed by real estate sector. 

U.S. and China sticking to their plan 

Top Chinese and American trade officials spoke by phone, signaling that dialog between 
the two nations on trade issues is at least continuing despite a diplomatic row over the 
arrest of a senior Chinese businesswoman. China’s Vice Premier Liu He, U.S. Treasury 
Secretary Steven Mnuchin and U.S. Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer spoke by 
phone Tuesday morning Beijing time, according to a statement from China’s Ministry of 
Commerce. 

Brexit vote delayed ... What next? 

British Prime Minister Theresa May added a wrinkle to global uncertainty on Monday by 
delaying a planned vote in parliament on her Brexit deal, saying it was set to be rejected 
“by a significant margin”. May begins a tour of European capitals today as she seeks 
help on the Irish backstop component of her Brexit plan. The EU is said to be open to 
giving more assurances but won't renegotiate. Back home, Parliament will spend three 
hours debating her decision to delay the vote (hopefully without anyone grabbing the 
mace). Recess begins on Dec. 20, so any vote isn't likely to be held until January.  

Macron supporting workers 

Emmanuel Macron urged French companies to pay their workers a year-end bonus that 
won't be taxed, raised the minimum wage and ended levies on overtime pay as he 
sought to quell the Yellow Vest protests roiling France. In his first public comments in 
more than a week, the president said the country is facing "a state of social and 
economic emergency." 

EU ready to accept slight increase in target deficit 

The European Commission is willing to accept an increase in Italy's deficit target to 
1.95% for next year, daily newspaper La Repubblica said on Tuesday. The EC has 
rejected Rome's draft budget which says the deficit will rise to 2.4% of GDP in 2019 
from 1.8% this year. Brussels says it breaks previous commitments to reduce borrowing 
and will not lower Italy's large public debt. Italy's Finance Minister Giovanni Tria is 
pushing the government to reduce its deficit target to 2.0%, to find a compromise with 
Brussels and avoid a procedure over the country's budget, La Repubblica added. 
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 TIME (LT) EVENT FCAST PRIOR 

GBP 11:30 UK Average Earnings Index 3.00% 3.00% 

GBP 11:30 UK Unemployment Rate 4.10% 4.10% 

EUR 12:00 German ZEW Economic Sent -25.0 -24.1 

EUR 12:00 EU ZEW Economic Sentiment -23.2 -22.0 

USD 15:30 US PPI MoM 0.00% 0.60% 

USD 15:30 US Core PPI MoM 0.10% 0.50% 

NZD 21:15 RBNZ Gov Orr speaks   

In focus today  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wednesday: AU Consumer Sentiment, US CPI 

Thursday: AU RBA Bulletin, Swiss SNB Policy Decision and Press 
Conference, ECB Policy Decision and Press Conference 

Friday: China Fixed Asset Investment and Retail Sales, Eurozone 
Manufacturing PMI, US Retail Sales 

The British pound languished near 20-month lows against the 
dollar on Tuesday after British Prime Minister Theresa May 
postponed a crucial vote on her Brexit deal, raising the risk of 
a chaotic exit from the EU. May on Monday postponed a 
parliamentary vote, which was due to take place on Tuesday, 
on her Brexit deal to seek more concessions. The move stoked 
more uncertainty as Britain now faces Brexit without a deal, a last-
minute agreement or another EU referendum. Sterling crawled up 
0.07% to $1.2570 after slumping 1.3% the previous day, when the 
currency brushed $1.2507, its lowest since April 2017. The pound’s 
slide was a boon for the dollar, which rallied back from a 2-1/2-week 
low against a basket of currencies initially driven by a growing view 
the Fed could pause its rate hike cycle sooner than previously 
thought. The dollar index, a measure of the greenback’s strength 
versus a group of six major peers, was a touch lower at 97.092 after 
rallying 0.75% on Monday. At one stage in overnight trade it had 
fallen to 96.364, its lowest since Nov. 22. The 10-year Treasury 
note yield has dropped to a 3-month low this week, with dovish 
comments from Fed officials and soft US data further sharpening 
views on an imminent pause in the tightening cycle. 

The euro nudged up after shedding 0.2% on Monday. The 
common currency did gain against the struggling pound, although 
concerns over violent protests in France against President 
Emmanuel Macron’s economic reform limited its gains. 

The Japanese yen climbed on Brexit uncertainties and 
weakness in equity markets deterring risk-taking. 

Australian dollar rose following a 5-day drop. The China-U.S. 
headlines suggest trade talks are “seemingly progressing” 
despite concern over the Huawei CFO arrest. Markets would 
remain on guard for a possible deterioration in U.S.-China trade ties 
as a Canadian judge said Monday he wasn’t satisfied with 
conditions attached to a bail request by jailed Huawei CFO Meng 
Wanzhou and adjourned the case to Tuesday. 

The Indian rupee was jolted after Reserve Bank of India 
Governor, Urjit Patel, resigned abruptly on Monday after a 
months-long tussle over policy with the government that has raised 
concerns about the bank’s independence. Indian rupee forwards fell 
more than 1% on Monday, posting their biggest daily slump in more 
than five years. 

Oil prices edged up on Tuesday after Libya’s National Oil 
Company declared force majeure on exports from the El 
Sharara oilfield, which was seized at the weekend by a local 
militia group. Despite that, overall sentiment on oil prices remained 
weak amid worries over global stock markets and doubts that 
planned supply cuts led by producer club OPEC will be enough to 
rein in oversupply. 
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Major Company News 

 Apple Inc closed up 0.7% at $169.60 after hitting a low of $163.33 
earlier in the day after Qualcomm Inc said it had won a preliminary 
order from a Chinese court banning the import and sale of several 
iPhone models in China due to patent violations. 

 A Canadian provincial court weighing whether to grant bail to a top 
executive of Chinese telecoms giant Huawei Technologies, who is 
facing possible extradition to the US, adjourned on Monday without 
deciding her fate. 

 Verizon Communications Inc said on Monday that about 10,400 
employees will be leaving the US wireless carrier by mid next year as 
part of the company's voluntary separation program. 

 Alphabet Inc's Google said on Monday it would shut down its Google+ 
social media service in April, four months ahead of schedule, after 
finding a software flaw for the second time this year that allowed 
partner apps to access its users' private data. 

 Uber Technologies Inc is planning to integrate into its app the bus and 
Tube timetables of Transport for London, the government body in 
charge of the capital's transport network, the Financial Times reported 
on Tuesday, citing people familiar with the matter 

 Ferrero SpA is interested in buying Campbell Soup Co's international 
business, which includes biscuit brand Arnott's, two sources close to 
the matter said on Monday.. 

 Broker-dealers Citadel Securities, Natixis Securities Americas LLC 
and MUFG Securities Americas Inc agreed to pay total penalties of 
more than $6 million to settle charges of providing incomplete trading 
data, the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) said on 
Monday. 
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Chinese shares rose on Tuesday after Beijing confirmed it was 
still in trade talks with Washington, but investor confidence 
remained fragile in Asia after Britain’s prime minister 
postponed a Brexit vote. These uncertainties have put the brakes 
on equities this year, with MSCI’s broadest index of Asia-Pacific 
shares outside Japan skidding more than 16% after surging 33.5% 
in 2017. The MSCI ex-Japan index reversed earlier losses but was 
still near a 3-week trough touched on Monday. India’s NSE share 
index tumbled in early trade after the shock resignation of the 
country’s central bank governor late on Monday, but the benchmark 
later pared losses and inched into positive territory. Traders in India 
are now cautiously awaiting results from crucial state elections due 
later in the day. Some exit poll suggested PM Narendra Modi may 
be facing his biggest defeat since he took office in 2014, and 
months ahead of a general election. 

US stocks ended Monday’s volatile session slightly higher with 
help from technology stocks although bank stocks tumbled 
and uncertainty over Britain’s exit from the EU kept investors 
on edge about global growth. The energy index was the S&P’s 
biggest %age loser as oil prices declined and financial stocks 
tumbled with the S&P 500 bank index confirming it was in bear 
territory. But a comeback in Apple shares appeared to cheer up 
investors in the broader tech sector. Once the S&P neared its 2018 
low - reached on Feb 8 - trading algorithms appeared to kick in with 
buy signals, according to strategists. After hitting a session low late 
in the morning the benchmark spent the rest of the day paring 
losses at an uneven pace before turning positive.  After a sea of red 
in the morning, eight of the 11 major S&P sectors closed higher. 
The tech sector led the gainers with a 1.4% gain followed with a 
0.8% increase in the communications sector. Energy stocks 
retreated 1.6%, the most among the 11 S&P sectors as oil prices 
fell. The 2nd biggest decline was a 1.4% drop in financials as 
investors worried about the impact on slowing global growth and 
interest rates on banks.  

Actually, the S&P 500 is not yet in a bear market, but nearly 
half of its components are. The S&P 500 index has been in a 
correction since October, defined by many investors as a drop of 
10% or more from a high. It has not crossed the 20% threshold, 
widely viewed as the definition of a bear market. The index on 
Monday was down about 11% from its Sept. 20 record high close. 
Apple Inc, until recently Wall Street’s most valuable company and 
the largest component of the S&P 500, has declined 27% from its 
record high on Oct. 3, accelerating the index’s losses as investors 
fret over cooling demand for iPhones. S&P 500 components 
deepest in bear market territory include Nektar Therapeutics, Coty 
Inc and General Elec; each down more than 60% from its 52-week 
high. Microsoft, which in late November dethroned Apple as Wall 
Street’s largest company, is down 8% from its Oct. 3 record high. 

Most Gulf stock markets ended lower yesterday. Egypt’s blue-
chip index rose for its biggest 1-day gain in two years, after the 
country’s annual inflation dipped. Dubai index continued to be 
weighed by the Real estate. 

Investors sought the safety of longer-dated UK bonds. The 
nation’s 30-year debt rallied more than shorter maturities, sparking 
a flattening of the yield curve, after May’s delay of a vote on her 
Brexit deal stoked concern the UK may tumble out of the EU.  

 



May gambles running down Brexit clock  

(Bloomberg) Faced with a Brexit vote she can’t win, Theresa 
May appears to be gambling that running down the clock to a 
no-deal departure might change the arithmetic in Parliament. 
Less than 24 hours after Environment Secretary Michael Gove 
insisted the vote on May’s Brexit deal would go ahead on 
Tuesday, it seemed likely to be at least a month away. 
Parliament goes on recess on Dec. 20 and won’t return until 
Jan. 7. Meanwhile Britain leaves the EU on March 29, with a 
deal or without one. A Cabinet ally of May’s, speaking on 
condition of anonymity, put the prime minister’s strategy more 
charitably, saying that if the deal can’t go through then the only 
option is to keep talking -- to EU leaders, in the hope they might 
offer something more, and to lawmakers, in the hope they 
might ask a little less. With that in mind, May postponed her 
weekly Cabinet meeting on Tuesday and will visit Mark Rutte in 
the Hague and Angela Merkel in Berlin. On the issue of 
persuading members of Parliament, the minister said the 
prospect of the lower house voting on other options on Jan. 21 
could serve to concentrate minds in the pro-Brexit wing of the 
party. The likely majorities in Parliament are for staying close to 
the EU, or delaying departure. May’s message will be that the 
choice they face is between her Brexit or the risk of no Brexit. 
The question is whether they will believe her. So many have 
now spoken out against the deal that it will be hard for them to 
back down, even if she can agree changes to her deal with 
Brussels. 

Macron aims to win over yellow vests with new spending 

(Bloomberg) President Emmanuel Macron admitted he’d lacked 
sensitivity to the concerns of regular people and promised a raft 
of new spending as he sought to draw a line under the 
monthlong Yellow Vests crisis roiling France. In a statement 
aired Monday night on French television and radio networks, he 
urged companies to pay their workers a year-end bonus that 
won’t be taxed, ended levies on overtime, indicated the 
government would fund a 100-euro a month ($114) increase in 
the minimum wage, and abolished a controversial tax on 
pensions below 2000 euros a month. “I feel in many ways that 
the anger of the yellow vests is justified,” he said in his first 
public comments for more than a week. France is facing “a 
state of social and economic emergency,” he added.  

OPEC cut throw wrench into record oil short-selling streak  

(Bloomberg) OPEC’s surprise output reduction has wrong-
footed short-sellers. Hedge funds increased wagers against 
rising Brent crude prices for a 10th straight week in the period 
that ended last Tuesday and cut bullish bets on West Texas 
Intermediate oil to the lowest in almost six years. Then on 
Friday, OPEC and its allies surprised the market with a bigger-
than-expected cut, leaving money managers to wonder if they’d 
made a costly error. “Now that we’ve seen this fundamental 
shift in the market, I would expect there to be good support 
down at these prices levels and lead those newly established 
shorts to start covering,” said Ryan Fitzmaurice, an energy 
strategist at Rabobank. 

 

TOP SELECTED NEWSTOP SELECTED NEWSTOP SELECTED NEWS   
Powell to widen Fed charm offensive as Trump attacks 
mount  

(Bloomberg) Jerome Powell is ramping up Fed communication 
to build public trust and help insulate it from political attack. In 
recent weeks, the Fed has announced a series of initiatives, 
including a monetary-policy review roadshow, a semi-annual 
assessment of financial stability, and its inaugural Supervision 
and Regulation Report. These follow Powell’s early promise of 
“plain-English’’ explanations and a doubling of his press 
conferences starting next year. Those initiatives, from the Fed’s 
first chairman from private equity, are aimed at broadening 
public support at a time when the central bank is raising 
borrowing costs for consumers and businesses. Powell’s 
mission has taken on greater urgency given President Donald 
Trump’s attacks and the residual suspicion in Congress about 
Fed power. The strategy marks a break from the Fed’s typically 
stoic posture when under assault from the outside, effectively 
going on the offense to preserve its independence rather than 
assume a defensive crouch. If successful, the steps could also 
build confidence before the next recession, when the Fed may 
again need to use controversial emergency policies such as 
bond buying that infuriated some US lawmakers. 

Nissan ex-chairman Ghosn files complaint for extended 
detention: Kyodo 

(Reuters) Carlos Ghosn, the former chairman of Nissan Motor, 
has filed a complaint with the Tokyo District Court to protest its 
decision to keep him detained until Dec. 20 after his arrest on 
suspicion of financial misconduct, Kyodo News reported. The 
court on Tuesday approved Ghosn’s detention for 10 days after 
prosecutors re-arrested him for under-reporting his income over 
the last three years. He was first arrested on Nov. 19 for the 
same crime, covering the five years from 2010. On Monday, 
Ghosn was charged for the first case. Ghosn’s lawyer in Tokyo, 
Motonari Otsuru, could not be reached at his office for 
comment. Ghosn will remain in detention with no possibility of 
bail as long as he remains a criminal suspect. From indictment, 
cases typically take months to go to trial, during which most 
indicted suspects who deny wrongdoing are refused bail. 

China court bans sales of older iPhone models in Apple-
Qualcomm global battle 

(Reuters) A Chinese court has ordered a sales ban of some 
older Apple Inc iPhone models in China for violating two 
patents of chipmaker Qualcomm Inc, though intellectual 
property lawyers said enforcement of the ban was likely still a 
distant threat. The case, brought by Qualcomm, is part of a 
global patent dispute between the two US companies that 
includes dozens of lawsuits. It creates uncertainty over Apple’s 
business in one of its biggest markets at a time when concerns 
over waning demand for new iPhones are battering its shares. 
Apple said on Monday that all of its phone models remained on 
sale in mainland China and that it had filed a request for 
reconsideration with the court, the first step in a long appeal 
process that could end up at China’s Supreme Court. 
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This document is for information purposes only and does not take account of the specific circumstances of any recipient. The information 
contained herein does not constitute the provision of investment advice. It is not intended to be and should not be construed as a 
recommendation, offer or solicitation to acquire, or dispose of, any of the financial instruments mentioned in this document and will not 
form the basis or a part of any contract or commitment whatsoever.  

The information in this document is based on data obtained from sources believed by Bank of Beirut to be reliable and in good faith, but no 
representations, guarantees or warranties are made by Bank of Beirut with regard to accuracy, completeness or suitability of the data. The 
opinions and estimates contained herein reflect the current judgment of the author (s) on the data of this document and are subject to 
change without notice. The opinions do not necessarily correspond to the opinions of Bank of Beirut. Bank of Beirut does not have an 
obligation to update, modify or amend this document or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or 
any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.  

The past performance of financial instruments is not indicative of future results. No assurance can be given that any opinion described 
herein would yield favorable investment results. Any forecasts discussed in this document may not be achieved due to multiple risk factors 
including without limitation market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, the unavailability of complete and accurate information and/
or the subsequent transpiration that underlying assumptions made by other sources relied upon in the document were inapposite.  

Neither Bank of Beirut nor any of its respective directors, officers or employees accepts any responsibility or liability whatsoever for any 
expense, loss or damages arising out of or in any way connected with the use of all or any part of this document.  

This document is for the use of the addressees only and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on to any other person or 
published, in whole or in part, for any purpose, without the prior, written consent of Bank of Beirut. The manner of distributing this 
document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including the United States. Persons into whose possession this 
document may come are required to inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions. By accepting this document, a recipient 
hereof agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations. 
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